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Bellow's comic vision points to a compromise between 
the romantic notion that self-perfection is attainable and 
the pessimistic notion that man is ultimately impotent and 
thus destined to fail. Th::-ough Hendersor:, Bello..v slio':;s 
that although man does not --and ultimately CC.;"17) Gt--
completely free himself of somatic demands a~d limitations, 
he is nevertheless not defeated by them and thus not left 
a victim of emotionless observations. 
Bellow draws upon four sources in Henderson 's nature 
to create the humor in the novel and highlights Eugene 
Henderson as a comic hero by dramatizing that He~derson 
proves to be his own ironist. These sources can be sub-
sumed under the general heading of the body's encumbrance 
of the spirit. The first is Henderson's highly affective 
nature which often fcrces him to act in contradictory and 
inconsistent ways. The second source of the comic lies 
in Henderson's unsophisticated manners and robust speech, 
his slang idiom, and the rugged humor which Henderson 
initiates, all of which tend to highlight the incongruity 
of a character rooted in the physical world seriously 
pursuing spiritual development. Thirdly, Bellow finds a 
source of comedy in Henderson's exaggerated sense of fate, 
in his obsession with personal misfortune and mortality. 
His relentless brooding and rebellion against life's terms 
ultimately take on a comically rigid and incongruous quality 
in terms of the uncommon advantages and material wealth 
that Henderson enjoys . The fourth and most important 
source of comedy stems from Bellow's ironic dramatization 
of Henderson's concerted attempts to deny the inescapable 
needs and desires of physical being . This denial becomes 
as comic as Henderson's gigantic b·ody itself, in that his 
body repeatedly demands to be recongnized . Bellow makes 
unmistakably clear, nevertheless, that Henderson's move 
toward accommodation encompasses both and awareness and 
acceptance of his spiritual and somatic being directly in 
relation to the demands of reafity in a physical world . 
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Chapter 1 
Henderson: A Summary of the Serio-Comic Quest 
1 Saul Bellow's early novels focus on the unique pre-
dicaments of individuals who attempt to cope with chaos and 
death in modern life. Coping becomes an overwhelming job 
because the Bellow hero struggles to assert his identity in 
a world where self and ordinary existence are made to seem 
insignificant , dwarfed by the immensity of society and 
by the finality of a death- dealing universe. Because each 
protagonist attempts to get a grip on existence--that is, to 
perceive meani..ng and value in the chaos--he is burdened by what 
Alfred Kazin calls a "speculative quest, 112 a need to assim-
ilate his particular destiny within the general scheme of 
h r1 t . _uman ~es iny. At times, life becomes a nightmare of psycho-
logical conflicts . The hero perceives his own misfortune 
and impending doom in the people around him while st:riving 
t o accommodate hinse:..f to a hostile environment which engu.l:'s 
~:i !:l .• 
Bellow's he~oes not only instinctively hunger for human 
brot herhood and, ultimately , love, but also seek to allevi-
ate the diffidence and :paralysis ·which accompany immersion 
in the ho3t:U.e environment. D~amatized in the protagonists' 
str uiz-,~les to perceive meaning and value in life is Bellow's 
reaction to the pessimistic notion of human impotence before 
·=:1:1e superior forces of l ife . Although Bellow's heroes 
stri ve to find an inner, spiritual, peace in the chaos, 
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their spiritual aspirations are at times encumbered by their 
physical bodies. This encumbrance, however, is not treated 
as tragic. On the contrary, Bellow treats the encumbrance 
of the spirit by the body as a comic characteristic inherently 
inseparable from human nature. 
All the protagonists of Bellow's early work possess 
comic flaws or peculiarities which arise from their bodily 
existence and which characterize their affective natures; 
these comic flaws or peculiarities, moreover, are insepar-
ably linked to the spiritual ' struggle to find meaning and 
value in a chaotic universe. Bodily existence includes 
much more than nere flesh and bone; it involves intense 
feelings and desires, appetites, and acute sensibilities, 
all of which are deeply rooted in the body. Bellow sees 
the physical side of man's being as inextricably linked to 
his spiritual being, expressing itself at times in a comic 
or absurd manner, especially when an intense and questing 
spirit is involved. What makes BelJ.oN ' s work so ur...iquely 
comic is his characteristic use of ironic contrast to 
heighten the incongruity which may sometimes exist between 
the desires of the spirit and those of the body in order to 
dramatize his sympathetic recognition that the body is essential 
to the functioning of the spirit , that tb.e spirit exercises 
its p ower solely through the body. Perhaps the best illu-
stration of Bellow's comic mode is found in the protagonist 
of Henderson the Rain King (1959), Bellow's fifth work. 
In Eugene Henderson., one sees Bellow dramatizing the epitome 
of the anxioD.s and questing spirit struggling to aspire--
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but weighed down by physical being. Henderson embodies the 
comic characteristics, the affective nature, and the intensely 
questing spirit of the typical Bellow hero. Bellow takes 
great pains to show in a more pronounced way than in his 
earlier novels that although an immense and stubborn body 
may at times respond comically and even ill-naturedly and 
cantankerously to the desires of the spirit, the comic 
element rooted in physical being is inextricably part of 
the spirit's attempt to exercise its power through the body. 
One can find the makings ' of the middle-aged and dis-
illusioned Henderson iri Joseph, the protagonist of the 
Dangling Man (1944), Bellow's seminal work. Although on 
a serious philosophical quest, Joseph does not always act 
in a manner that one might expect of a person on such a 
quest. He argues vehemently, for example, with a waitress 
over burnt toast and vtlth his niece over similar trifles. 
Although these actions may not make the reader laugh, they 
do illustrate Bellow's use of ironic contrast to ridicule 
Joseph's seemingly absurd outbursts of temper over such 
inconsequential matters as burnt toast. Ironically, 
although Joseph deplores violence, he physically assaults 
his landlord in a rage over the lack of heat in his apart-
ment and administers a "spanking 1! t o his niece, Etta, 
in his brother's h ome because he feel s tha she has become 
a disrespectful and "spoiled" girl, corrupted by the 
wealth that she enjoys. Such displays of temper and violence 
are hardly consistent with a man who is contemplating such 
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serious matters as the meaning of personal destiny in an 
immense and modern society. Augie March, in The Adventures 
of Augie March (19L~9) , though not as self-conscious or as 
driven as Henderson, is nonetheless preoccupied with a 
serious quest for an acceptable fate, for 11 a fate good enough" 
(p. 355). Yet convinced as he is that life is a quest, 
Augie acts at times like th traditional schlemiel,3 bungling 
his way through life as Henderson does later and receiving 
almost as many bruises and lumps as Henderson--as a union 
orgainzer for the CIO and as ·a trainer of Caligula, the 
eagle who never quite learns to hunt giant lizards in Mex-
ico. Bellow affectionately ridicules and cherishes the good-
natured humor in Augie and his natural ability for getting 
into mischief. The sympathetic contrast between the aspira-
tions of the spirit and t he desires of the body is also 
highlighted in Bellow's middle-aged protagonists. Asa 
Leventhal, in The Victim(l947), and Tornny Wilhelm, in Seize 
the Day ( 1956 ) , share Her..d erson' s over-m?ight and grievance-
ridden qual ities, encumber ed as they are by their aff ective 
natures and by the size and weight of their bodies. Although 
Leventhal attempts to contemplate the validity of Kirby 
Allbee's irrational c l aims about him, Leventhal's intro-
spection is hindered by the nervousness and anxiety caused 
by Allbee s sudden appearance. Allbee has appeared seemingly 
out of nowhere to cl aim that Leventhal had ruined him out 
of hate f or "Gentiles '' and t hat betra.yal is the key to 
1
'success 11 in mcdern. society. Because Levent hal fe~ls that 
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Allbee is following him wherever he goes, his an..xiety and 
nervousness increase, hindering his inquiry into the accuracy 
of these claims. His body reacts comically at times to 
the stress of the situation when, ~or example, he thinks 
that he sees mice in his apartment. In addition, Leventhal 
feels a vague presence in his bedroom when he tries to sleep 
even though he is quite alone, another comic reaction of 
bis body to the intense introspection and to the uncomfort-
able intrusion of Allbee into his life. Tommy Wilhelm's 
rather gross bodily habits and dishevelled appearance give 
a comic tinge to the pathos which he evokes from being a 
"loser" and a misfit in the world of harsh materialism. 
Alienated from his father and from society and oppressed by 
his physical being, not unlike Henderson, the disillusioned 
Wilhelm suffers intensely over the misfortunes and "wrong 
decisions" which plague his life and which cause his 
economic failure. Wi.lhelm's spirit searches for meaning 
and value in the materialistic society which has driven him 
to clutch at straws, but his unclean table manner, slovenly 
appearance, not to mention his unique way of watching the 
Dodgers on television--while drinking gin from a coffee cup--
dramatize Bellmv 's awareness that the body may sometimes 
respond incongruously to the desires of the spitit, that 
body and spirit are inextricably linked to each other in 
human existencA. 
Although c r itics disagree as to the quality of these 
early novels, all take them seriously because they drama-
tize in plausible environments the on-gofng battle of the 
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self to assert its identity in the framework and context 
of an immense society set, ultimately, in the death-dealing 
and chaotic universe. For reasons to be noted later, such 
critics are not in agreement about the underlying seriousness 
of Henderson the Rain King. Yet Eugene Henderson also 
battles the same inimical and debilitating forces in his 
struggles with existence. At fifty-five, Henderson is acutely 
aware of his own mortality and death and feels that his life 
in America has become increasingly unbearable, a nightmare 
of psychological conflicts, because he perceives his own 
death in the destruction of loved ones and of the human crea-
tures around him. Henderson, as a result, is alienated from 
Lily, his second wife, and from his children because he 
finds that his responsibilities to his family place too 
great a burden upon his already intolerable existence. 
In addition, Henderson is unable to derive any pleasure 
or comfort from his great material wealth or from the past 
eminence of his family whose greatness goes back at least 
to Federal times. Although Henderson is the heir of the 
three-million dollar estate and the scion of distinguished 
statesmen and social and literary critics, he is nonethe-
less distraught by the senseless death of his older brother 
Dick, who 'v·TOuld have inherited the Henderson estate and 
fortune, and cannot bear the alie.!1.ation from his late father, 
a renowned scholar and friend of William James and Hem·y 
Adams, who made Henderson feel that the greatness of the 
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family line ended with Dick. "Nobody truly occupies a 
station in life any more," Henderson laments. "There are 
mostly people who feel that they occupy the place that belongs 
to another by rights. There are displaced persons every-
where" (p. 34). In the framework and context of American 
society, Henderson considers himself to be one of the "dis-
placed persons," unable to "justify" his weal th and the 
family's eminence through his own efforts. Nevertheless, 
Henderson struggles to find a way to live up to the histor-
ical greatness of his family by attempting to distinguish 
himself through his own efforts as a stay to the death and 
chaos that he perceives around him. 
Believing that previous generations have accomplished 
all the great and important tasks, Henderson raises pigs on 
the 200-year old estate and identifies with the plight of 
his "clever doomed animals 11 (p. 21) as a comment on his 
inheritance and the social pretensions of his ancestors 
who stole land from the Indians and cheated others to build 
the great estate. He also attempts to communicate with the 
spirit of bis late father by playing the violin, hoping 
thus to lessen his fear of death. When these efforts fail, 
Henderson tries to "work off" his anxiety by expending great 
amounts of energy chopping wood, pouring concrete, and farm-
ing his estate . But despite his physical efforts his fear 
and anxiety only increase. As a result, Henderson becomes 
more and more disillusioned, ill-natured and disagreeable, 
seemingly unable to live up to his aspirations or to free 
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himself of his obsession with personal fulfillment and dev-
elopment. Ironically, Henderson's ranting and raving at the 
breakfast table one morning about, of all things, some 
"wasted" money causes the unfortunate death of Miss Lenox, 
the housekeeper, who was literally scared to death by 
Henderson's temper tantrum. In the corpse of Miss Lenox, 
Henderson perceives first hand his own annihilation and 
failure to live up to his aspirations. The impact of her 
death upon him is so great that he can see no recourse 
but to "get out, 11 to flee from his wealth and from the modern 
·.,orld, where, despite his great desire to find meaning and 
value, he has succeeded only in acting the bum. Henderson 
exclaims: 11The last little room of dirt is waiting. With-
out windows . So for God's sake make a move, Henderson, 
put forth effort •••• Death will annihilate you and nothing 
will remain, and there will be nothing left but junk. 
Because nothing will have been and so nothing will be left. 
\fnile something still is--!l9!il For the sake of all, get 
out"(:p.40). Eschewing his v1ealth and the modern vrnrld, he 
embarE.s for Africa to hunt for life 's noble deeds, to find 
himself and perhaps the truth, and most of all to appease 
the vague , yet gnawing 111 ,.-;ant, .1 want ':which his ',1eal th 
and ~aterialistic existence have been unable to al lay . 
!{ende r son ' s African experiences ultiu:ately bring :iim 
to accept responsibility for himself and for othe~·s; this 
change is marked by a movement away from a preoccupation 
w.i.th self tm,'ard an awareness and acc eptance of the harsh-
ness and death which are inextricably part of existence. 
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Henderson initially greets Africa "with a certain emotion" 
(p . 42), that is, with the perhaps romantic hope that he 
will finally be able to discover his own personal retort 
to death and chaos and thus ameliorate the psychological 
unrest, the anxiety, he experiences . In hi s encounter with 
the Arnewi tribe, the complacent cow- worshippers, Henderson 
sees his chance to help the unfortunate tribe whose sacred 
cows are dying of thirst because the v,ater supply is pol-
luted with frogs and therefore, according to tribal law, 
unfit for use. At the same t ·ime, Henderson hopes to acquire 
a degree of the greatness and prestige of Sir Wilfred 
Grenfell, his idol, by following the dictates of what 
Henderson calls "ey service ideal," the innate desire to 
perform acts of good will in the name of humanitarian service . 
Although Henderson is introduced to the "Grun-tu-molani," 
nan want to live, philosophy of the "Women of Bittahness," 
he nonetheless causes unexpected catastroph,e by destroying 
the tribe's cistern tvith his "homemade" bomb. Ironically, 
Henderson trarn3forms his flashlight, an instrument of 
light , into an instrument of darkness and destruction with 
the violent technology which he also brings ": i th him. He, 
therefore, becorres rudely aw~.u:e of the consequences of his 
actions und begins to see that indeed life is composed 
of harsh ev e1.1ts and unexpected occurrences. In addition, 
Henderson is forced to accept responsibility for himself 
and for his actions in the face of his failure to follow in 
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the footsteps of Grenfell, the renowned medical missionary. 
Similarly, in his encounter with the aggressive Wariri 
tribe, the lion-worshippers, Henderson is once again 
immersed in the chaos and harshness of life . through his 
experiences with the culturally controlled "chaos" prescribed 
for the performance of the tribe's fertility ceremony. 
Although Henderson distinguishes himself through feats of 
great strength and becomes the rain king ("Sungo") of the 
tribe, thus eliminating the severe drought and attaining 
his goal of humanitarian service, the Wariri strip Henderson 
of his clothes and, in accordance with tribal custom, force 
him to undergo the humiliating and orgiastic Sungo initiation 
ritual. Abandoned stark naked in a pool of mud and filth, 
Henderson begins to realize from his hapless plight that 
indeed life is harsh and that the rather brutal and chaotic 
coronation rite actually represents the harsh and terrifying 
side of existence. Under the instruction of King Dahfu, 
Henderson 's awareness of himself and of life is broadened 
and deepened. He learns to confront existence by attempting 
to act the lion, striving to absorb the ferocity, passion, 
and voice of the lion into himself, in contrast to Dahfu, 
whom the lion has taught to be graceful and agile. In 
addition, Dahfu a\·..rakens a sense of wonder in Henderson 
by the way in \·Jhich he accepts the duties--and dangers-- of 
his position as king; that is, Dahfu serenely performs the 
various duties of his office while knowing full well the 
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consequences of failing in his procreative function and of 
failing to capture the ·11 right11 lion, Gmilo. After the 
death of Dahfu, Henderson resolves to return to Connecticut, 
convinced now that love makes existence tolerable and gives 
meaning and value to life. Henderson takes the lion cub 
·,,ith him as a remembrance of Dahfu; it also serves to rein-
force Henderson's resolution to meet existence with the 
intensity and ferocity characteristic of the lion. 
The novel ends on an affirmative note, with Henderson 
dancing over the Arctic coldness while carrying a young 
orphaned boy in his arms. Bellow dramatizes in this 
touching scene Henderson's movement away from the selfish 
concern for personal mortality and development; Henderson 
now seeks involvement with others through love, and 
resolves to confront the chaos of existence with courage. 
Although Henderson's comic resolution to enroll in the 
medical school at John Hopkins at his age of fifty-five 
seems to be a rather crazy and impul sive decision, Bellov, 
shO'liS, through Hendersc!1' s energ~:'tic da~ce , that Henderson 
is nm·I freed from hie; an~d L:,ty about death and can therefore 
seek an imaginative, if not eccentric, way to exercise his 
·:1holesome desire to help others. Henderson's unconditional 
acceptance and appre~iation of ·l ife dramatizes that indeed 
Henderson has f01.:nd a personal retort to death and chaos . 
His quest ulti~ately redeems him by moving him to change, 
to accept responsibility for himself and for others. 
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A number of critics suggest that Henderson the Rain 
King is flawed because Eugene Henderson's comic character-
istics and intense suffering are too exaggerated and wild 
to deal effectively with the traditionally serious "themes" 
of the Bellow novel. Ihab Hassan criticizes the novel 
because he feels that Bellow does not succeed in making 
the reader feel the detached and ironic sympathy which 
·,·:ould have placed Henderson's exaggerated and comic ser-
iousness, bis clownery and shenanigans, in a perspective 
revealing what Henderson has learned; to Hassan the novel 
promises more than it reveals.4 Ralph Freedman views 
Henderson as a "symbolic hero of the romantic tradition'f 
but finds that the "quixotic distortion11 that Bellow gives 
to Henderson ultimately dissolves into a hoax because 
3ellow lacks control of his world in the novel and is too 
impatient to hurry on to what Freedman perceives as Bellow's 
main task, that of "symbolic satire in the African setting" 
of Henderson's journey toward self-realization.5 Daniel 
Hughes argues that v:hile the comedy in the novel prevents 
the hero from being reduced to the level of a victim of 
11 emotionless observation," Bellow does not succeed in making 
Henderson's discovery and triumph appear as significat and 
forcefu l as they really are because Bellow doesn't place 
Henderson back . . ... 6 in s oc.1.e _;y . Nichael Allen feels that in 
the pr ocess of creating for the reader his enormous and 
tensed- up physique, Bellow tries to evoke more pathos about 
Henderson's incoherence and psychological unrest than he 
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"can afford to admit. 117 Expressing perhaps the most adverse 
criticism of uproarious and energetic Henderson, Donald 
Malcolm feels that the trouble with Henderson is that he is 
simply "too stupid 11 to learn anything from his s·uff ering 
and exploits, that Henderson is nothing more than an irrespon-
sible and inept idiot who journeys to a magical never-never 
land. 8 
Henderson the Rain King (1959) is nevertheless a 
serious novel as its critics have shown. Although Eugene 
Henderson is Bellow's most outrageously comic, at times 
~.dld and bumptious, hero, Bellow does not lose control· of 
his high spirits as some critics suggest; nor does Bellow 
fail to awaken in the reader a sense of things permanent 
or large. Rather, the comic elements in the novel point 
to the serious theme--namely, that Henderson must accept 
what he cannot escape: the chaos and death inherent in 
existence and, ultimately, the human lim.itations--and 
mortality-- which may hinder or even block an aspiring 
spirit in search of meari..::.ng and value. Through the use of 
ironic comedy, Bollov1 dramatizes that an anxious and 
questing spirit struggling to assert itself may at times 
expose a.nd highlight the inherent comic qualities of human 
:.imitations in the hero 's character; in doing so Bellow 
takes great pains to show in Henderson the Rain King that 
the incongruity between the desires of the spirit and the 
sometimes comic, often wild and farcical, result of the 
hero's attempts to comply with them is in fact the crux of 
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Henderson's comic dilemma and. therefore deserves serious 
attention. As dramatized in the novel, human flaws and 
peculiarities are inextricably part of the human condition : 
the earthly existence in the physical world , and therefore 
I 
are inescapable. For Bellow, the irony arising from the 
incongruity between the expectations inspired by the spirit 
and the body's refusal or failure to meet these expectations, 
the often ironic consequences of the body betraying or 
hindering the spirit, constitutes the comic in the novel. 
Bellow draws upon four sources in Henderson's nature to 
create the humor in the novel and highlights Eugene Hender-
son as a comic hero by dramatizing that Henderson proves 
to be his own ironist. These sources can be subsumed under 
t~e general heading of the body's encumbrance of the spirit. 
The first is Henderson's highly a£fective natur~ that is, 
his intense and sometimes unruly feelings and rushes of 
emotion,which often forces him to act in contradictory and 
inconsistent \"mys . The second source of the comic lies 
in Henderson's unsophisticated manners and robust speech, 
his slang idiom, and rugged humor which Henderson initiates, 
all of which tend to highlight the incongruity of a character 
rooted in the physical world seriously pursuing spiritual 
developt::lent . Thirdly , Bellow finds a source of comedy in 
Henderson's exaggerated sense of fate, in his obsession with 
1 • f t d ~ 1 'ty persona rrus or ·une an mor0a~i • Ironically, although 
Henderson demands a special fate and strives to find meaning 
and value, hiB relentless brooding and rebellion against life's 
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terms ultimately take on a comically rigid and incongruous 
quality in terms of the uncommon advantages and material wealth 
that Henderson enjoys. The fourth and most important 
source of comedy stems from Bellow's ironic dramatization 
of Henderson's concerted attempts to deny the inescapable 
needs and desires of physical being. This denial becomes as 
comic as Henderson's gigantic body itself, in that his body 
repeatedly demands to be recognized. 
Henderson is thus, as a consequence, comic because 
his spiritual quest is inevit ably hindered or encumbered 
by what he cannot escape, namely, the limitations and 
peculiarities inherent in his somatic nature. Bergson 
defines this source of the comic as one in which the "soul 
{Is _7 tantalised by the needs of the body. 119 According to 
Bergson, the comic is produced when attention is called to 
the physical being when actually it is the spiritual 
faculty that is struggling to seek expression through 
a resistant body. Bellm·r continually fuses the seriousness 
of Henderson's spiritual aspirations wit h the comedy of 
Henderson's attempts to deny his body as it obstructs the 
spirit. For always before us is Henders on's immense and 
stubborn body, to use Bergson's words, 11 per::p etually 
obstructing e7erything with its machine-lj_ke obstinacy. 1110 
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Endnotes: Chapter 1 
.. 
""The following editions of Saul Bellow's novels are 
the ones cited in the text: Dangling Man (New York: Avon, 
::.975) ; The Victim (New York: Viking, 1956); The Adventures 
of Augie :March (New York: Avon, 1977); Seize ~ Day (New 
-fork : Avon, 1977); Henderson the Rain King (New York: 
--·k· 196 ... l 
.J 1 ing, 7,, . 
? ( 
~contemporaries ,Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1962), 
p . 218. 
~ 
·/Sarah B. Cohen, Saul Bellow's Enigmatic Laughter (Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1974), quoting from Nathan Asubel, 
:'Introduction: Schlemihls and Schlimazls, 11 Treasury of Jewish 
?olklcre (Ne':T York : Crm·,n Publishers, 1948), p. 343, characterizes 
t he traditior..al sch.lemie• as 11 the character in the Yiddish 
folk mind who is both affectionately and contemptuously re-
garded as II an awk1·:ard, bungling f ellm·J •• ·L-,.,,h27 is forever 
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Chapter 11 
Bellow's Comic Treatment of Henderson 
In dramatizing Henderson's spiritual experiences 
and psychological conflicts, Bellow stresses that one 
cannot escape or flee the human limitations and foibles, 
the intense emotions and desires, the appetites and longings, 
and the acute sensibilities which are all inextricably part 
of human existence in the physical world; nor can one 
escape or ultimately deny the, chaos and harshness of life 
in the death-dealing world. Bellow's comic mode illustrates 
a serious theme. Man must accept, and thus cope with, the 
flaws and limitations of his somatic nature directly in 
relation to his situation in the framework of the immense 
and modern society of which he is inescapably a part and 
ultimately in the context of the death-dealing and enig-
matic universe. For Bellow, in other words, Henderson 
must unconditionally accept and embrace these unchange-
albe conditions and terms of life as a prerequisite to 
living a meaningful and satisfying existence. These 
compose the given for Bellow, the requirements exacted 
by modern existence t hat must be met in the on-going 
battle to cope i.d th one's self and the world . 
~el l o·.1 has e)..rpress ed. his preference for comedy "as (_-~7 
09re energetic, wiser and manlier111 mode of expression 
tha.n co!!Iplaint in dealing with the predicament of individ-
1..i..als ·.;1ho attempt to ~ope with life and also find meaning 
and value in it. Yet the comic elements .in the novel also 
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illustrate Bellow's awareness that man's creatureliness 
need not be repugnant and that it is certai nly not incon-
sequential . Bellow reacts against both orthodox optimism 
and orthodox pessimism, the notion of romantic striving 
after self-perfection and the notion of human impotence, 
because he is acutely aware that man is comic because 
his spiritual quests inevitably hindered or encumbered 
by 11hat be cannot excape, namely, the fate of being human. 
Nevertheless, Eellow views the conflict bet;,·,een body and 
spirit as a source of comedy ~ather than of tragedy. 2 
This conflict represents the on-going struggle of man to 
find menaing and value in existence and also to aspire 
to nei·1 levels of a,·rnreness by fighting to overcome the 
:initaticns and deficiencies imposed by his somatic nature . 
Tb.ere fore, Bello·:.: ' s cooic vision is not ruled by absurdity; 
r ather, it is informed by a spirit of compromise in that 
3ello,·1 cherishes the aspiring nature and refuses to view 
man ' s existence as pal try o~ insignificant . In addition, 
Bellow 's awareness of the difficulty of the struggle also 
encompasses the :-eal ization that man's spiritual quests 
?::·ust be, at tire.es, comically qualified --especially when 
the struggle is particularly intense or difficult- -
because man is de!'ici cn t in t:te kno:..·1l edge of r.uman :..imita-
tions. Tterei n l i es the seriousness of Bellow's comic mode 
ond t~e uniq~eness of bis icaginat ive tecr_nique . 
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Highly Affective Nature 
The first so~rce of the comic stems from the ironic 
1
.-iay in which Bellow draws upon Henderson's highly affective 
nature, his intense and sometimes unruly feelings and rushes 
of emotion, to show that Henderson's questing spirit and 
emotional make-up are not rm .. :tualy exclusive entities 
operating independently of one another. Consider, for 
example, the initial sketch of his life in Connecticut. 
The h:.unor arising from Henderson's intense and sometimes 
unruly feelings and rushes of emotions stems from the 
often contradictory and inconsistent ways Henderson acts 
Hhile on his spiritual quest; a."1.d, in fact, it underlies 
'::hat Bellow calls Henderson's "movement and random action. 11 3 
For e:,:arn.ple, 3ello~v t.as Henderson seriously attempting 
to co;r:.municate 1.-:i~:i1 the spirit of his deceased father by 
playing his father ' s violin, an exercise in emotional 
discinline . Yet , i:::-onically, Bellow also dramatizes that 
Henderson defeats his 0 1:m enc.s because as Henderson's 
ei:oticns swell at the tho~ght of communicating with his 
father on a spiri t ual Jevel so does his anger about his 
!.ack of finesse e.s a violinist . Enraged, Henderson ends 
up strangling the delicate instrunent with his powerful 
f.:':..nge:r·s better suited for wrestling and gelding 
hogs--at which, he relates, he is quite adept--because the 
:::::.usic \•:hich the instrument emits is "like smashing 
egg crates 11 (p. 30). Thus Henderson's highly affective 
temperament causes him to "bungle" this exercise in 
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emotional discipline. And this same intense emotional 
make-up, though it has its roots in Henderson's basic 
goodness and concern for others, becomes responsible for 
other instances of contradictory behavior. For example, 
when Henderson is caught up in the "disorderly rush" 
of his disillusioned life and loses his temper over 
such an inconsequential matter as an abandoned cat on 
his property, he works himself into such a frenzy that he 
tries to shoot the poor animal in his own home as if it 
were a dangerous wild animal. 1 In addition, Henderson, 
incensed, perversely prefers to settle a dispute with 
Lily's tenants--who complained about a lack of heat--by 
rudely evicting them rather than by remedying the sit-
uation(pp . 88-92). At other times, when his wife requires 
that he participate in family matters, he threatens 
suicide and rudely insists upon having his own way. 
Such actions are certainly not fitting for one who is 
trying to make sense of his life, but they do serve to 
illust~ate the incongruity of the desires of Henderson's 
aspiring spi~it and the earthbound weight of his somatic 
nature ironically failing to comply with these demands. 
Perhaps Bellow's best illustrations of Henderson's 
affective nature defeating his spiritual ends and personal 
deveJ.opment are found in the encounters with the Arnewi 
and Wariri tribes in Africa. One finds Henderson elated 
by the opportunity that he finds to help the Arnewi tribe 
alleviate the ,..;ater shortage. Here , Hend erson feels that 
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at :=.ast he has found a way to put his "service ideal" 
(p . 86) to good and practi cal use . Unfortunately, 
Henderson causes unexpected destruction by destroying 
the tribe ' s entire water supply with his "homemade" bomb 
and thus ironically defeats his own ends of humanitarian 
service and of finding himself. In this ironic mishap, 
Bellow dramatizes Henderson, the old soldier, man- of- action 
figure, unintentionally bungling his 0vm attempts at 
personal development and humanitarian service by uninten-
tionally wreaking havoc when ,intending good. 
In a similar fashion, Bellow continues his ironic -
portrayal of how Henderson's characteristic rushes of emotion 
and intense feelings obstruct his spiritual faculty by 
having Henderson attempt to deal with the awesome respon-
sibility connected with his newly acquired position as 
rain king of the Wariri tribe . At first, Henderson's 
love of the contest and tests of strength inspire Hen-
derson to lift !1ummah, the tribe's fertility goddess, 
v;hom the tribe ' s strong man perenr..ially fails (deliber-
ately: ) to l ift. At this point, Henderson ' s spirits soar 
because he has succeeded in distinguishing himself through 
his own great strength and physical prmvess. Yet, to his 
surnrise, Eenderson learns that his title and the duties 
of the posi -'cion leave much to be desired . He is humiliated, 
beaten, and stripped of his clothing; and, as he soon 
lear!"..s to his dismay, he must be the successor to the 
throne if Dahfu should fail to capture Gmilo . The i rony 
is that while Henderson rises to the requirements and 
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expect ations of the test in keeping with his love of 
brute physical strength and physical activity, he derives 
neither pleasure nor inner peace from his efforts because 
of the consequences of his deed. In fact, Henderson 
becomes so depressed by the consequences of his actions 
that King Dahfu must spend considerable time "instruct-
ing" this man of action about the harshness of the 
tribe's customs. Clearly, Henderson's emotional chaos 
and depresstion seem antithetical to his love of the 
test, since he cannot accept,' nor is he prepared for, 
t he consequences of his actions. Depressed, Henderson 
is ironically brought low by his emotional unrest and 
insecurity over his inability to meet the requirements 
of his position. His laments and compl aints may seem 
unrel ated to the robust and adv enturous Henderson; yet 
they serve to illustrate Bellow's use of ironic contrast 
to highlight the incongruity of Henderson's affective 
nature belittling or comical ly qualifying his questing 
spirit and l ov e of t he tes t . 
Unsophist icated Manner s and Robust Sneech 
Bellow draws upon Hend ers on 's unsophis ticated manners 
and robust speecr., his slang idiom, and his r ugged humor 
to dr amatize t he di.:hotcmy between Henderson's spiritual 
aspi rations and his b odily rea.ctions t o the proddings of 
his soul. rn1-i • L . J.S s econd s ourc e of t h G cocic highl i ghts the 
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incongruity of a character so clearly rooted in the physical 
world seriously pursuing spiritual development. At times, 
Henderson's slang idiom and his rugged humor seem to belittle 
the wants of the soul because they are not in keeping with 
one on a spiritual quest. Thus, they tend to make Hender-
son appear, to use Bellow's words, "the absurd seeker after 
high qualities.'A Even in Africa, Henderson can seem-
ingly speak only in city metaphors and about city events. 
Only in fantasy could Dahfu, someone unfamiliar with 
such metaphors and events, comprehend their meaning. Yet 
Dahfu does comprehend; and this incongruity intensifies 
the ~~umor. An example of this humor is Henderson's met-
aphoric description of his "condition" as follows: "I 
am to suffering ·what Gary is to smoke. One of the 
wo=-lc 's biggest operations"(p. 260). Al so, only in a 
fantasy could such a person as Dahfu be expected to 
understand such idiomatic speech as: "I'm no Milktoast 
but a person of strength and courage. Plenty of moxie" 
(p. 171), and "Say King ! \vllat's that? Oh, Jesus--come 
again? The pumps of the firmament? Isn't that the dan-
diest!" (p. 173). 
Despite his attempts to f l ee the influences of the 
!!lodern world, Henderso:!1 invariabl y dramatizes that he is 
very much a product of ~odern America. Bellow shows that 
Henderson cannot escape or run away from the influence of 
his modern environment or from his characteristic manners 
and mode of e}..'J)ression. In short, the modern world and 
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his experiences as a soldier and as a man of action main-
tain their influences upon him. For example, Bellow has 
Henderson explain his feelings about the frogs thusly: 
11 
'Poor little bastards' was what I said L-about the frog~.Z 
but in actual fact I was gloating--yuck- yuck- yuck!"(p.89). 
This self- assured attitude contrasts with the spiritual 
enlightenment which Henderson undergoes as a result of 
the Arnewi adventure . His relationship with Mtalba and 
the bomb catastrophe transform Henderson from an impet-
uous, self- assured individual to one who sees his life's 
pattern revealed in a series of bunglings and who thinks 
that "after such a revelation death might as well ensue 
as not"(p. 111). However, this enlightenment is short-
l ived as evidenced by his later flippant and irreverent 
remarks to the Wa.!'iri goddess Mummah. Bellow has Hender-
son say, "Hi- de-do, old lady. Compliments of the season. 
How's your old man?"(p. 241). 
The deliberate emphasis on the unpolished and 
irreverent in Eenderson contrasts ironically Henderson's 
rough exterior and his spiritual aspirations . Bellow takes 
great pair1.s to sh::r,, that despite Henderson's great desire 
to free himself of his fear and anxiety his innate credul-
ity and will ingness to be i nstructed ultimately lead him 
to ::-e7ert to such an eA"1)ression as !'fiy heart i.vas moved to 
such an exten~ that I felt my face stretch until it must 
have been as long as a city block"(p. 215) to communicate 
what are unquestionably serious feelings and perceptions. 
'l'he comedy of this spiritual questor speaking in terms 
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laden with city images of smoking steel mills and city 
block and such idiomatic expressions as "Milktoast" and 
11 moxie" sterns from the seeming incongruity of such expres-
sions flowing from such a seriously questing man as Hen-
derson. 
Bellow draws upon Henderson's robust diction and the 
humor which Henderson initiates with the serious intent 
of showing that rooted in the human condition is the irony 
of man's personal characteristics, his flaws and peculiar-
ities, frustrating or blockinc the communication of the 
soul's ultimate need. The underlying serious of a spiri-
tual quest--though at times ironically qualified by the 
influence or appearance of rather comic peculiarities in 
thought or modes of expression-- is unquestionably pressent. 
These comic or incongruous characteristics actually sur-
face or attract attention only when the struggle is 
particularly intense or difficult. Thus, the serious-
ness of Bellow 's comic mode is once again made strikingly 
apparent when Henderson desperately tries to communicate 
to others his ultimate spiritual need. 
An Exaggerated Sense of Fate 
Bellow' s thi~d source of the comic--the brooding over 
a fate h'hich does not seem cruel--is likewise linked to 
the fate of bei ng hu.ma.n in a world. o.f harsh circumstances 
and. inexplicable events . The comedy that Bellow finds in 
Henderson's exaggerated sense of fate and obsession with 
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personal misfortune, death and decay, ultimately evolves 
from Henderson's ignorance of the truly uncommon advantages 
and material wealth that he enjoys , from his inability or 
refusal to perceive that he is unbelievably "lucky 11 in 
terms of escaping the annihilation and chaos· that he 
?erceives around him. In other words, although Henderson 
d emands a special fate and embarks upon a quest to find 
meaning and value and thus ease his troubled soul, his 
relentless broodiI'-g and rebellion against life ' s terms 
ironically acquire a comicall y rigid and incongruous 
quality because Henderson becomes a puppet to his psychic 
inelasticity or r i gidity, and this often times underlies 
·.-1hat 3ellow calls Henderson's 11 mov ement and random action. "5 
The i r ony of Henderson's relentless brooding lies, 
Bello':/ shov,s ~ in Henderson's concerted efforts to view 
his :ife as being inordinately more pathetic than it really 
is. In doing so, Bellow dramatizes in Henderson's obses-
sion ·.-fi th Hhat Bell m-1 calls the "misfortunes of the 
I':: 
sovereign Sel f" 0 that v1hen the concern with personal 
!:!isfcrtune and mortality a re a llowed to get out of hand 
a psychic inelasticity results, and thi s can often be 
a sou:-ce of co~edy. For example, although Henderson se<:;ks 
~vhat all r.unan bei ru,.;s seek~ that is, inner peace, his 
obsession 1-Ji th deat11 and decaJ oft en belittles his deeper 
spiri.~ual needs and in fact leads him to act in highly 
irrespori...3 ible and in.appropriate ,-mys . Henderson I s acute 
av;aren0ss of his mc:ctal i ty and impending doom at fifty-five 
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perversely dominates his psyche to such an extent that 
this decorated war hero ironically begins to identify 
'.vith the plight of his pigs--those "clever doomed animals" 
(p. 21). He had become a pig farmer because the thought 
of such· an occupation, as Henderson explains, "maybe 
illustrates what I thought of life in general"(p.20). 
In addition, at times, Henderson's behavior becomes 
rather comic, if not irresponsible, when he perversely 
prefers to ignore his family and become what might be 
I 
called a 11 romantic" grouch. Henderson becomes enraged 
1·:i th Lily when she r eminds him that he works very hard 
at being miserable and then storms around the house, 
:i frisking 11 his huge mustache and threatening Lily with 
suicide( pp. 5-7). At other times, Henderson's disillusion-
r::ent over his fai l ure to distinguish himself and live up 
to the greatness of the family name forces him to act 
l ike a 11 buI!l11 by getting "swearing" drunk, often before 
noon , and by breaking bottles 1,1ith a s l ingshot on the 
beach of a f ashionable r esort(p. 7) . The irony is that 
uhi le Hender son i s b lessed with uncommon advantages and 
a l oving famil y , he fails either to perceive or to accept 
his boon, preferring to make his existence more chaotic 
and devoid of happiness that i t r eal l y is. One cannot 
help chuckl ing at Hend erson's concerted attempts to cli ng 
steadfast l y to his own perception of personal misfortune and 
misery at the expense of others and at his obsession with 
the comic distortions which arise from his rebellion 
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against life's terms.7 
Even before the African adventures, Bellow high-
l ights the comic qualifications involved in Henderson's 
perverse brooding about death and pain and decay through 
Henderson's reaction to American life . Bellow finds that 
Henderson's deficient or limited perception can at times 
be a source of comedy. For example, it leads Henderson to 
draw some unusual conclusions about his life in the modern 
,-;orld, conclusions which ultimately become comically qual-
I 
ified, that is, limited in scope, in terms of Henderson's 
desire to gain a sense of things permanent or large . For 
instance, while chopping wood, Henderson concludes after 
being struck in the nose by a piece of wood that "Truth 
comes in blows"(p. 23). At other times, Henderson equates 
such events as fa l ling off a tractor whil e drunk and being 
attacked by medics for having the "crabs" with the death-
dealing forces ,-1hich he perceives around him and which have 
taken his father and brother from him. The irony of these 
concl usions is t hat c er t ai~l y a spiritual questor as ener-
5 etic and s i nc e r e a s Hend erson should be capable of reaching 
more profound conclus ions than these . Conclusions such as 
these become as ludicrous and c omic as Henderson's response 
t o the death of Miss Lenox , t he housekeeper, to whose skirt 
Hend.:;rs on uins a r ather ridi culous nno NOT DISTURB" si5n 
( p . 39) to insure that the corpse would not be disturbed 
u:1ti l the coroner coul d. make his investigation . It is from 
such a life that nenderson flees, rushing off to Africa with 
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hardly a thought for his family or poor Miss Lenox . 
Bellow ' s point, then, is that Henderson's exagger-
ated sense of fate and his obsession with death and decay 
sometimes force Henderson to act rashly and against his 
better judg~ent, in a manner not in keeping with a decorated 
,-rar hero with the responsibilities of a middle- aged family 
man . The irony is that although Henderson has faced 
CTany dangerous situations and has managed to survive 
the pain and bruises of harsh existence, he still manages 
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to allm,, his obsession ,-,i th personal misfortune and mortal-
ity to overrun his better judgment. Bellow dramatizes 
that even a fortunate man l ike Henderson can fall victim 
to certain deficiencies in perception and thought, 
shortcomings and psychic rigidities inextricably linked 
to the quest for meaning and value . Underlying the comic 
or incongruous is the soul struggling to aspire beyond 
and above the limitations imposed by an obsession with 
death and decay. 
The Ines.canable Body 
The fourth and most iI:Iportant source of the comic 
stems fro~ Henderson's i r onic attempts to deny or tran-
scend the inescapabl e needs and desires of his physical 
bei Lg itself . Hend erson's efforts to i gnore the in-
f l uence and demands of the somatic become almost as comic 
as Hende:r·son' s imr:1ense 'body its elf. The more Rend erson 
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tries to ignore or quell these demands and claims made 
by his body, the more apparent and plaguing they become. 
Yet his concerted efforts to deny his somatic nature 
are also ironically qualified by Bellow in that Bellow 
takes great pains to show that Henderson's gigantic 
body refuses to be ignored and makes its existence known--
often at very inappropriate times and in rather comic ways. 
According to Bergson, the comic is produced as a 
consequence of the "stupidly monotonous" body obstruct-
ing the aspiring soul with its "machine- like obstinacy" 
by :naking claims and demands which prevent the soul from 
aspiring to new heights. Bergson defines this source of 
the comic as arising from the "soul tantalized by the 
r< f' th b ' I' nee ..... s o_ ... e o:1y. · The body then loses its suppleness 
and varied energy and becomes instead "a heavy and cum-
bersome vesture, a kind of irksome ballast which holds 
down to earth a soul eager to rise aloft. 118 Applied to 
~enderson, Bergson's formula illustrates how Henderson's 
gigantic body with all of its desires and sensibilities 
!'epeatedly blocks or refuses to comply with the demands 
cf the spirit and in fact at times seems to belittle and 
defeat Henderson 's efforts to rise above them. Yet Bellow 
cn~rics the i~ony of the body obstructing the soul a step 
furthe.!' and makes it more subtle by having Renders on 
attempt to deny or escape the very thing that makes 
him a living being in the physical world, his somatic 
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nature . This denial becomes as comi c as Henderson's 
gigantic body itself, because his physical being demands 
to be recognized and makes its existence known at very 
inappropriate times and in rather unusual ways . 
The irony of Henderson's attempting to deny his somatic 
nature is that while Henderson expends great amounts of 
energy trying to transcend the "distractions " imposed upon 
his spiri t by his body, his body--often rather comically- -
refuses to be i gnored . In fact the body makes i ts demands 
most insistently--ironically belittling and defeating 
Henderson's attempts to transcend them- -when the spiritual 
experience or struggle is the most intense. As a result, 
then, attention is called to the somatic in Henaerson when 
it is actually the spirit that is concerned. Therefore, 
the comedy ,-,hich stems from Bellow's imaginative technique 
of dramatizing Henderson ' s spiritual quest, ironically 
qualified by his concerted efforts to deny his somatic 
nature, ultinately insists upon the fusion of the serious-
ness of Henderson's spiritual aspirations and the comedy 
of Henderson's attempts to deny his relentless body as it 
obstructs the spirit. 
In several striking examples of Henderson's struggle 
to deny his somatic nature, Bellow shows that the body 
inevitably betra;ys the spirit . For instance, Henderson 
f ~l:s into states of moodiness and despair because he 
has failed to duplicate the accomplis.l".i.Inents of the dis -
tinguished Hendersons . He places the blame for his failure 
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on his body's insatiable desires and wants ; for ironically, 
Henderson frequently becomes the recipient of the amourous 
advances of various '.'!Omen at highly inappropriate times 
and in seemingly odd places. Certainly, Henderson is not 
always prepared for such advances , especially when they 
occur in such inappropriate places as Mlle . Montecuccoli's 
jentist 's chair and in Grand Central Station. The irony 
of these occurrences is that while Henderson is trying 
to ease the chaos in his mind by confronting existence 
on a spiritual level 1 he cannot quite transcend the realm 
of the physical o.nd 11 submi ts II to the various amours quite 
·.-:illi.r:62.y, only to be appalled later by his actions . 
~hG co~ic ov ertones evoked by such seemingly incongruous 
conduct as to>J.ring the great cathedrals of France in a 
drunken stupor .stem from the irony of Eenderson as 
spiritual quester failing to respond to the historical 
significance and ::'eligious beauty 1.-1hich surround him: 
,.And I began to drink, harder than ever , and was drunk 
in every one of the great cathedrals-- Amiens, Chartres, 
Vezel ay ~ and so on . " ( p .16) . Truly, Bellow shm·1s, Her..d erson 
is as much a person rooted in the physical ,,,orld as he is 
a questo:r ai'tc:· spiritual serenity, and his desires to 
transc8rn: the physicol ultimately become ironically qual-
ifie1 ~Y his ~os ponocs . 
·: he iror.;.y of Hend0r3on ' s attempts to deny and escape 
~is somatic nature is further highlighted by Bellow when 
Eenderson is in Africa, where he hopes to escape the 
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"distractions" and chaos that he attributes to existence 
in the modern world . For instance, when Henderson i s 
conversing ,d th tb.e Arnewi 's Women of Bi ttahness, Henderson 
is deeply impressed with the spiritual serenity which these 
women possess and their wisdom; yet Henderson is made very 
aHare also of Mtalba ' s intentions to marry him when she 
visits his hut one night, bringing with her a heap of 
ornaments, trinkets, and other such "junk" for Henderson 
to use as the major part of the "bride pri ce" required 
to "buy" he!'. Ironically, although Henderson is not quite 
sure what to do about her sudden and unexpected interest 
in him, concerned as he is vii th spiritual development, 
he is nonetheless quite impressed by Mtalba ' s beauty. 
Clearly, this humo::-ous event is not U..'l'llike those which 
Hender-son has e.xpe!'ienced in the modern vrnrld when, for 
instance, he is wiJ.lingly seduced by Lily after hi s div-
orce from Frances . 
Bellow ' s iror..y becom<~s more comple:( as he dramatizes 
Henderscn's expe:riences with the Wariri tribe in that it 
seems to enccI!.pass all of the irmaladies 1; and shortcomings 
that Henderson has comp:.. a.ined about . It is here that 
B"ello~v a ttempts to point toward a corr.promise in the struggle 
bet~·,een tl:e somatic and the spiritual in Henderson. First 
of al J ~ whiie conver sing ,,1ith Dahfu, Henderson is distraught 
to the point of distraction about his fai lure to live a 
meaningful life and laments in a cry of utter dismay: 
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"Oh, cy body, my body! Why have we never really got together 
as friends? I have loaded it with my vices like a raft, 
:!. ike a barge. Oh, who shall deliver me from the body of 
this death? Anyway, from these distortions owing to my 
scale and ·work performed by my psyche"(p . 182) . Never-
theless, he is regularly impressed by "the density of 
naked women"(p. 153) in Dahfu ' s harem. Another clear 
example of the body's betrayal of the spirit--of, to use 
Bergson ' s mind set, the relentless body calling attention 
to itself when the spirit is 'concerned--is apparent in 
Bellow's illustration of the way in which Henderson becomes 
overwhelmed by fear during his lion initiation. Here in 
an exercise of physical and mental discipline, Henderson 
is required to act the lion, to absorb characteristics · 
of the lion into himself as Dah~u has done. Although 
Henderson strives with all of his might to comply with 
Dahfu's demands, crouching on all fours in his "sad green 
pants with the stained j ockey shorts 11 (p. 221), he is never-
theless frightened to the quick by the lion. As a result, 
his '!roars" beccme almost as ridiculous in their strength 
as his rain king costume . Henderson ends up bellowing 
out almost ir.coherent "passages" from the Messiah and from 
the Old Testament because he is overcome by fear. 
Threatened~ Henderson ' s physical b eing reacts to the intense 
fear in a seemingly absurd ma14~er, unable to meet the 
requirements of perceiving the beauty and power of the 
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:ionness as she rather "harmlessly" sniffs at Henderson 
out of curiosity . 
A summary illustration of Bellow's way of highlight -
ing the irony of Henderson's attempting to deny the in-
fluence of the somatic appears in Henderson ' s blunt plea : 
''i,Jhat I can ' t understand is why, when fear has taken me 
on and licked me so many times, I still am not able to 
stand it"(p . 226) . Plagued as the old soldier and decor-
ated war hero is by the pain from his broken bridgework, 
1 
Henderson makes some rather humorous but significant 
claims about the reasons his teeth bother him so much . 
Bellow has Henderson explain that "certain emotions" 
make his teeth itch. Then later Bellow dramatizes the irony 
of this c l aim b;y noting that Henderson grinds his jaws 
·:1hen he sleeps(p . 129) as an expression of the intense 
fear vrbich his body contains . Yet perhaps the best 
i llustration of Bellow ' s ·r..rny of highligb.ting Henderson ' s 
special efficacy for denying the demands of his body is 
Henderson's rather absurd and incongruous conduct as 
Dah.fu prepares to capture the ' 'right n lion. Henderson is 
0r1ce again frightened to the quick when he hears the awful 
roar of the approaching lion and cannot accept the fact 
t:iat Da.llfu mus~ venture onto a f limsy catwalk in order to 
cr0p the cas0 cnto tne cornered l ion . Yet, just as Dahfu 
begins to comp l ete this very difficult and dangerous 
task , Henderson takes out his wallet to shm·i Dahfu 
pictures of his wife and children, explaining in detail 
where the pictures were taken and how he nearly had, of 
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all things, a nervous breakdown over a portrait that Lily 
':lad painted of herself. The irony of this is that the 
old soldier and decorated hero is terrified to the point 
of distraction (pp. 302- 303) and rather ludicrously tries 
::o lessen his fear by his, to say the least, ridiculous be-
havior at this very innappropriate time . Bellow shows 
t hat Eenderson ' s attempts to deny the fear in his heart 
ultimately make him, at this point, a rather comic and 
absurd figure because his reactions are almost unbelievably 
inappropriate to the situation; yet Henderson's concern 
and 10~,e for Dahfu are genuine and deep. 
~he point emphas ized and illustrated by Bellow's 
comic treatment of Henderson, then, is that man is comic 
because his spiritual quest is inevitably hindered 
by what he can...'11.ot escape, naemly, the fate of the body. 
?or 3ellm!, the conflict bebveen the somatic and spiri tua2-
ln Eugene Henderson is central to the comic in Henderson 
-:;:he ?.ain Kinp; and heightens Bellow's serious theme that man 
~ust accept the human limitations imposed by physical 
being and also the chaos and death and decay which are 
inextricabl y part of existence in the world . 
Bel. lo~·! draws upon f our 3ources i.n. Henderson I s somatic 
r..att~re to highlight Eugene Hend erson as a comic hero, all 
of 1.-.;hic;h ha.ve been subsumed under the general heading of the 
tody ' s hi:ndra.nc.c or encumbrance of the spirit. These include 
~ende~son's highly affective nature; his unsophisticated 
manners and robust speech and humor; his obsessi on wi th 
personal misfortune and mortality; and, finally, his 
concerted attempts to deny the inescapable needs of the 
body and, in fact, the influence of the body i tself . 
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For Bellow , the irony arisi ng from the incongruity between 
the expectations inspired by the spi rit and the body's 
~efusal to meet these expectations, the often ironic 
consequences of the body betraying or hindering the 
spi rit, constitutes the comic in the novel and marks a 
fusion by Bellow of the serious and the comic into an 
acceptable fi ctional form. 
Finally, Bellow ' s comic mode illustrates his serious 
point that Henderson must unco~ditionally accept and 
embrace the i~herently human flaws and limitations in 
his character directly in relation to his situati on in 
the frame,1ork of American society and ultimately in the 
context of an often harsh and enigmatic universe . Accept -
ance of these unchangeable conditions anj terms of life 
represents for Bel l mv acceptance of the given. Henderson 
moves toward accommodation with self and the world by accept-
ing responsibility for himself and for others . He returns 
:o Danbury, Ccrm.ecticut, his home, to meet head - on, we 
presume, the existence that he sought to escape and deny 
becaa s e h f) was unable to II justif,y" his ·weal th or duplicate 
t he historical accomplishments of the Hendersons. Bellow 
has admitted in an interview that "One has one ' s character--
• 
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a given--and that ' s i t. He had better be faithful to the 
given and if other people don ' t like i t that 's unfortunate . 119 
Indeed , Bellm·1 sho1:1s that Henderson experiences an m·1are-
ness that is akin to a religious experience in that he 
learns to accept not only the unchangeable real i ty of his 
:ife in the modern world but also the social i mperatives 
of his particular existence as a middle- aged family man. 
Alfred Kazin relates an interesting anecdote about 
Saul Bellow 1·1hich i s appropriate to the discussion of the 
1-..!lCOnditional acceptance of the given. When a Fuller 
:i:3rushman who had not been able to s ell any of his wares 
finally asked of Bellow, 11 Won ' t you even take it as a gift? 11 
Bellm~· is said to have replied, "I 've been given the gi ft 
of life, and it's more than I knm•! what to do with . 1110 
Applied to Eugene Handerson and his struggle to "make 
sensen of the enigma of his l ife, this statement charact-
erizes the difficulty that Hende~son experiences in 
dealing with the very generous gift of life that he has 
been given; it is, at times, more than he knoviS 1:1hat 
to do with . First of all, Henderson must accept his 
.u1ortality and end his attempts to deny or escape this 
inevi teble part of life . Bello· .. ; has said: 
h'!'.at Renders on is really seeking i s a remedy 
-:::o the a11.xiety over death . :db.at he can't 
' . +h· +· . . t ~· h eno.ure 1.s v is convinu1.ng anx:;. e y, ·d ... L1Cl 
mo.st of us accept as the condition of life 
·:1hich he is foolhardy eno\1gh tc resist . 11 
·rhis means that Henderson must end his attempts to "work-
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off" this anxiety by, for example, pouring concrete and 
picking fights and concentrate rather on improving the 
qual ity of his life in terms of his rel ations with his 
f amil y. Invol ved in the unconditional acceptance of his 
l ife is the mov ement away from the purely selfish concern 
·.-ii th the private and inner life which alienates him from 
others. Bel l 0\·1 pokes fun at Henderson for preferring to 
i gnore the uncommon advantages he possesses and falling 
into fits of unearned wretchedness, but his serious intent 
is to show that Henderson mus t accept the unchangeable 
conditions of his life .as the heir of wealthy estate and 
scion of distinguished statesmen and find meaning and 
value in the framework of these conditions rather than 
oerel y comp:!. ain about his inability to II justify" these 
advantages. Bel low has said: 11The private and inner life 
which was the subj ect of serious books until very recently 
now begins t o have an antique and funny look • •• My welfare, 
~q devel opoe~t, ny adv ancement, ~ earnestness, .£1.Y. adjust-
:nent, my rr.a::-r i age, ~ f a mi:! ..y--all that ~!Ji ll r.iake t he mod ern 
reader l augh heartil y ."12 Yet, I 1 m s ure it i s no accident 
that Bello~.., begi ns Hend erson vii th his hero giving a 
simil a r emphasis t o hi s own personal complaints. Bellow 
clearly :ri dicules the u:1ea:rned wretchedness of his hero's 
con:mls.:tnt : "A disor derly rush begins--my parent s , my wives, 
rr:J gi::-1 s , my ch i l dn3n, r.zy- far m~ rrry animals , rcy habits, 
my money , m.,y music lessons, my drunkenness, my prejudices, 
my b..:-ut al ity , m,y teeth , rrry f ace, my s ou l ! 11 ( po 3 ) 
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3cllow shows that once Henderson begins to accept 
~imself and the conditions and terms of life, he can then 
e!!lbrace life ':Ii th all the energy he can muster. By 
confronting the given, Henderson learns that "for creatures 
there is nothing that ever runs unmingled"(p . 339) The 
:i:.-,areness that Henderson gains encompasses the inextricable 
~~elationship bet~·ieen the beauty and terror of life , the 
1
.icsi.!.·es of self and those of others, and, ultimately, the 
importance of love as a stay to chaos and death . 13 In 
"DGep Readers of the World I3e.,are l" Saul BelloH states 
tnat 1: 1.-Je need to see how human beings act after they have 
appropriated or assimilated the meanings 1114 that they have 
come to perceive or discover . Henderson ' s energetic dance 
c-. 7er the Arc'!;ic coldness dramatizes that Henderson has 
ir.d eed assir::i latcd the importance of accepting both his 
desires and also those of the human c~eatures around him. 
He is no·.-1 prepared to confront life on its own terms 
rather than co~p2.ain as he .formerly did about the :i.ntol -
e!:'o.blc dena!'lds it has :placed upon him. Bellm--1 sometirces 
blurs the distinc-:ion oet1.-rnen the spiritual and somatic 
in IIendcrson to show that, above all, man must be faithful 
to his character and yet must also face the demands 
required by existence in the 1·:orld . 
3cllm·1 :l8Ve7" i .,;'11.0I'8$ th"' ,,r,d ePl , 7 i YI O' b.Uffi~.Iln68S Of 
• ,,. - - r_"J: 4 • ~ \..;; \,..,{.,i._.._ ·-- r} -""•~:;, -
::he str'uf;gle toward acco:m;nodation . Bellow limns the 
i; ·.-;of old struggle of He.r!.derson battl ing his somatic nat.ure 
-
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and t~e world of superior and enigmatic forces to affirm 
the er..ergetic spirit of Henderson and to celebrate the 
immense humanness of Henderson as he moves toward an 
acceptance of the given. Commenting on the situation 
of rrndern man, Bellow has said, 11{_W __ 7e may be somewhere 
between a false greatness and a false insignificance. At 
least we can stop misrepresenting ourselves to ourselves 
and realize that the only thing we can be in this world 
is human. We are temporarily miracle- sodden and feeling 
fair..:.t . •:l5 In presenting Henderson 's struggle to find 
meaning and value, Bellow shows that indeed Henderson never 
loses his immense humanness, even though he may try to 
deny the very thing that makes him human, his immense 
n~d er..e::-getic physical being struggling to meet the 
~ema~ds of the soul. 
-
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Althoug~ Eugene Henderson is Bellow's most comically 
portrayed c:i:.aracter, Bell01:·1 fuses the comic and the serious 
=-~to a~ acce~table and significant fictional f orr1 through 
:1is t~eatmer.t of this il!llllense and energetic hero, high-
~i ghting the incongruity v1hich often exists between the 
intense and seriously questing spirit struggling to aspire 
l 
-:o ne:'! heights of awareness and the body's inability or refusal 
t o co::ply with the proddings of this spirit . What makes 
Bello~-,' s conic node so imaginative and unique is that he 
takes great pains to show that the comic or incongruous 
c:C.aracterir3tics O!' qualities inJ1erent in Henderson's somatic 
natu::'c actually manifest thems elves ·when the struggle 
bet:.·;een the spiritual anc. somatic is particularly intense. 
In doing so, Bell.ov.1 dr-a.matizes t hat the comic qualities 
inherent in Eend erson ac tually mark the inescapabl e anc 
i ne:ctricnble !'elatior,.ship betr.veen the bod;y and spirit . 
Eende:'.:'son i s c or.ii e 1H ?Cal, G (:'.! h i s quest is hindered or 
encumbered by t he ineseapable f ate of being human. 
Saul Bel low highlights the comedy in Hende.rson ' s somatic 
natu::'2- tc sho·.-: that t he fl~,n, s er l i mi taticns of physical 
~cin5 are not grounf s f o~ d esnai r because t hev mav l imi t 
- V V 
or hinder t ~e spirit . Bello~ does not abhor the creature-
:i.iness 0f Henc.ers on or cons id er it a trifle. Rather Bellew 
his c omic treatment of Heziderson that 
•  
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J 
the body is essential to the functioning of the soul and 
therefore affirms both the somati c and higher faculti es 
Bellow's comic mode serves to hi ghlight the on- goi ng 
battle which modern man i·1ages to overcome his limitations 
and to find meanir.g and value in life . Bellow denies both 
nihilism and the ascetic viei.,.,. He shows that indeed 
existence is not senseless and that an aspiring nature is -not 
absurd . Bellow does not view strict self-denial as 
the only measure of spiritual discipline. Rather, he places 
the locus of the struggle in •a physical being rooted 
in the natural \·iorld to show that indeed both spiri t 
and body are not mutually exclusive entities but faculties 
inextricably related to one another . In addition , 
Bellow's comic vision points to a compromise between the 
~omantic notion that self-perfection is attainable and the 
pessin:istic notion that nan is ultimately impotent and thus 
destined to fail . 'J.'hrous h rlend erson, Bel2.m1 sho,..-rs that although 
Henderson does not--and t:.l t i:mately cap.not-- con:pletely 
free hin:self of s or2a ,:;ic c~t:r:1ands ,?.nd limit aticn.s, he is 
neverthe:1..ess not defeated by them and thus not l eft a 
victim of emotion:ess observations . Rather, Bellow makes 
u_-r1.mistakably clear that Hei:deroon' s move tmrnrd ac.co:r:rrn0dation 
cncom:;;asscs both a.n awareness and acceptance of his spirit ual 
a r:.d sor:1atic ·:.:H::i ng directly in rel a t i cn to t he d emand s of reality 
in a p::i;ysical world . 
... 
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